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 Vehicle-Mounted Awning* 

 Sturdy  

The car acts as an anchor and wind break,  

with guy ropes and pegs to keep it taut. 

 Durable 

Made in NZ using strong weather resistant materials. 

 Compact 

 

All components fit snugly into the plastic car-mounted  

casing unit (top right) 

 User Friendly  

    Fast single person assemble! 

 

To use simply: lift door as shown on right.  Remove poles, guy ropes, pegs and feet.  Unroll canvas. 

Erect poles and place feet underneath them.  Attach guy ropes to the top of the poles and peg into 

the ground.  Relax.   

 Multiple Colour Configurations 

Dimensions (lxwxh) - 2.7m x 2.0m x 2.0m 

Plenty of room for 5 - Perfect for a family 
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 Swing the aluminium brackets underneath each roof rack in line with the corresponding holes in the casing unit (see above - underneath view).  NB each 

of the 2 brackets have two possible holes to swing to.  This makes it more adaptable to the distance between roof racks. 

 Insert M10 bolts (supplied) through holes in casing unit, and through the holes in the aluminium brackets. 

 Thread on wingnut on the end of each bolt - these must be done up firmly: use pliers to ‘tweak’ the wingnut tight. 

This unit is strong and durable, manufactured using plastic appropriate for 
the anticipated conditions of use.  This unit has a conical nose and tail, de-
signed for aerodynamic purposes, reducing drag while travelling.  This unit is 
glossy and sleek, unobtrusive on the roof on your vehicle .  The casing unit 
is large enough to fit all components in snugly, (see above) and still allow 
plenty of hand room for your ease of use.  This unit ensures that the G3000 
is compact, perfect for storage and transportation.  This unit can remain 
mounted to the roof racks of your vehicle for  as long as  you like.  To mount 
the casing unit to the roof racks of your vehicle, simply: 

 Place the G3000 casing unit on the roof of your vehicle, parallel to the 

length of your vehicle, straddling the two roof racks that run perpen-

dicular to the length of the car. 
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The G3000 Vehicle - Mounted Awning 

Is an awning that covers an area 2.7m by 2.0m, and extends  

from the roof of your vehicle.  The G3000 is 2.0m high,  which  

may result in a mono-pitched roof, depending on the height of  

your vehicle.  The G3000 consists of the following components: 

 Plastic casing unit (vehicle mounted) 

 2x Aluminium poles (2m in length, ø 38mm) 

 2x Plastic feet (ø 125 mm) 

 K-kloth awning, 2.7m by 2.0m, one end attached to the  

casing unit, and the other sewn to the horizontal support  

bar: the canvas rolls around this, & fits into the casing unit. 

 2x guy-ropes (2.5m long) 

 2x Aluminium pegs (300mm long) 

 Attachment device (including nuts& bolts - M10) 

 

Fast single person assemble: 

Once the G3000 is mounted to the roof racks of your vehicle, simply: 

1. Open door at front of Casing unit (see Casing Unit) 

2. Remove the poles, guy-ropes, pegs and feet from casing unit. 

3. Remove roll of K-kloth (awning), and unroll to full length (2.7m) 

4. Erect poles through eyelets in the K-kloth awning on the car-side  

on the horizontal support bar . 

5. The poles should be erected leaning out (slightly) from the car. 

6. Place a plastic foot under each pole 

7. Loop one end of guy rope over the section of each pole protruding 

Above the awning (see picture on right) 

8. Attach other end of guy ropes to pegs, pull taut, & peg into ground. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Purpose of the G3000 Auto-Awning 

The purpose of the G3000 auto-awning is to provide users with a means of shade from the sun while enjoying 

the outdoors, decreasing the users risk of skin cancer due to over exposure to the sun’s UV rays.  The awning is 

purposed to save the user time (by a fast assembly),  and space in their vehicle (roof-mounted), and to provide 

something stable and sturdy for the NZ weather conditions, where flimsy designs cannot handle the wind.  The 

G3000 is not limited to this.  Quite on the contrary - the G3000 auto-awning can be used for many other reasons 

as well. (for example: on site builders needing shelter from precipitation/sun, sports attendees who require shel-

ter from the elements, & stall owners at flea markets)  the G3000 is perfect for all New Zealanders; brilliant for 

families.  Purchase now for current stock, at only $349.95  
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